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Abstract: As a part of doctrinal history research of Sport Management, this research demonstrate that 
Physical Pedagogy was considered a part of pedagogy by mainstream pedagogy theory during the Meiji 
era in Japan, and find elements of Physical Education Management in Meiji era Physical Pedagogics by 
focusing on Physical Education Management which was the original form of sport management.
The result of this research is summarised as follows.
Physical education was considered a part of pedagogy as well as intellectual and moral education in 
the decade following year ten of the Meiji era.
Physical Pedagogics during this period usually aspired for the “Educational Management of the 
body” of students.
In the third decade of the Meiji era it was asserted in Japan that physical pedagogics be considered a 
part of the pedagogy field, despite the introduction of Herbart’s Pedagogy that precludes physical 
education for the purpose of education. The main purpose of physical pedagogics at this time was the 
“Educational Management of the body” of students.
The natural scientific pedagogy theory of 30’s Meiji era also addressed topics related to the physical 
body of students. Since this time both play and exercise have been considered to have a beneficial 
educational effect. As a result “Physical Exercise Management” was desired in addition to “Educational 
Management of the body”.
In the fifth decade of the Meiji era pedagogy began to be systematically established. About this time 
physical pedagogics became defined as a unique field in pedagogy that included views of both 
“Educational Management of the body” and “Management of Physical Exercise”. This point leads to an 
element of Physical Education Management to be found in physical pedagogics.
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ニ就テハ之ヲ大別シテ體育心育
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達せしむとも若身體の健康，强力，彈力が共に步を
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進むるにあらざれば國家に何の利益かある
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（二），……（中略）……敎育ハ敎育者ノ發達シタル
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（三），……（中略）……敎育ハ漸次ニ小兒ノ
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タル所ヲ實行スル
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胴ノ筋肉ヲ盡ク運動セシム可シ
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る顧慮を拂はざるべからざる事
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留意シテ體育
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，國民敎育
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，人道敎育
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宗敎敎育
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